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Sir Robert Sibbald, the king’s geographer 

for over 30 years the physician and geographer sir 
robert sibbald (1641–1722), who had studied in 
edinburgh, paris and leiden, occupied a premier 
position in scottish historical and antiquarian studies, 
which were only one of his manifold preoccupations.1 
returning from holland to edinburgh in 1662, he 
practised medicine and devoted himself to natural 
history. in 1682 he was appointed physician-in-
ordinary to King charles ii, and made Geographer 
royal for scotland. Two years later he was elected 
president of the fledgling royal college of physicians 
of edinburgh, which he had helped to found, and 

Illustration 31 
sir robert sibbald, engraving by W h lizars c 1721, after a painting by 

J Alexander (© royal college of physicians of edinburgh). 

inaugural professor of Medicine at edinburgh college 
(illus 31).2 

his publication plans were laudable and multi-
disciplinary. in 1682 he circulated ‘General queries’ 
which included: ‘What Ancient Monuments, 
inscriptions, graved and figured stones; forts and 
ancient camps?’3 Much was expected of his Scotish 
[sic] Atlas, or the Description of Scotland, ancient and 
modern, advertised in 1683, which heralded a wide-
ranging work on scottish history and geography;4 a 
manuscript text survives, in sibbald’s own hand, but 
the work was never published (illus 32).5 similarly 
the Scotia Illustrata, sive Prodromus Historiae Naturalis 
(1684) was feted as the precursor of a magnum opus 
on scotland’s natural history, but again it did not 
achieve publication. however, the written material he 
assembled went towards several treatises, in english 
or latin, describing the antiquities and geography 
of various counties including fife, linlithgow (West 
lothian), stirling, orkney and shetland,6 with a 
considerable degree of overlap in subject-matter and 
phraseology. in 1703 sibbald formed a short-lived 
Antiquaries club in edinburgh, matching the then 
dormant society of Antiquaries in london, with the 
aim of publishing historical manuscripts.7

sibbald’s account of the Wall in his Historical 
Inquiries concerning the Roman Monuments and Antiquities 
in the North-Part of Britain called Scotland (1707) 
emphasised his debt to earlier generations of scholars, 
especially Timothy pont and christopher irvine, 
whose papers he had acquired (see pp. 36, 42) and 
were beside him as he wrote, and on whose wording 
he drew heavily. his personal observations on the 
Wall are generally confined to the stretch in his own 
county, linlithgowshire (West lothian), an area he 
knew well, within easy reach of his country seat at 
Kipps castle near Torphichen.8 sibbald’s accounts can 
thus reflect knowledge of up to a century earlier.

in relation to the Wall, sibbald claimed to 
have ‘viewed part of it my self ’ and otherwise he 
had information from ‘these who had often ridden 
along the Tract of it’.9 ‘Betwixt Bauderstoun and 
Borrowstounness’ (Bo’ness), he had observed ‘some 

chapter 4
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of the foundation stones of the Wall being taken up 
(for some building)’, and noticed ‘the vestige of a fort’ 
at Bridgeness.10 ‘At carin [carriden] it may be traced 
yett as Mr Milne the laird told me who heth some 
stones with inscriptiones and figures was taken up 
ther.’11 following pont, he conceived of the Wall as 
beginning at Abercorn, as his published map confirms 
(illus 34).12 sibbald’s knowledge of its western half was 
much less detailed, and there is no clear evidence that 
he had ever seen it.13 noting fordun’s description of 
the Wall as 22 miles long (see p. 27), sibbald supposed 
that only that part which he himself believed involved 

any stonework, ie from carriden to Kirkintilloch, was 
meant.14 

of particular interest among sibbald’s surviving 
papers is a sketch-map of the environs of the Wall 
in his own hand (illus 33).15 The information on it 
derived ultimately from pont. The word ‘map’ is 
perhaps an unhelpful designation. in fact what we 
have is an attempt to represent on a single sheet all the 
known or likely sites of installations along the Wall, 
and some to either side of it. The places are listed in 
approximate order, in two vertical columns, from 
west to east, firstly from dumbarton to cawder and 

Illustration 32 
page from sir robert sibbald’s manuscript text of his Atlas Scoticus (c  1683), showing inscribed stones from the Wall

(© The national library of scotland, Adv Ms 15.1.1, fol 58v). 
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secondly from Kirkintilloch to places in east lothian, 
well beyond the supposed eastern terminus of the Wall 
near Abercorn. on the left of the two main columns 
sibbald marks the firth of clyde and lists some sites 
to its south, and on the right the firth of forth and 
some sites to its north. Beside each name is a symbol 
in the pont manner. The places comprise modern 
towns along the line of the Wall and the names of 
individual roman forts. A beehive-shape, designated 
‘Temply’, represents Arthur’s o’on, and the twin hills 
of dunipace are shown, one with a pointed summit 
and the other, correctly, with a flattened top (see 
p. 24). sibbald has added some suggested linkages 
(all erroneous) to latin place-names preserved in the 
geographical work of ptolemy of Alexandria. like 
many the compiler of a rough sketch after him, sibbald 

has left too little space on some parts of his sheet, and 
too much at others, resulting in gaps and in excessive 
crowding of place-names as the sheet filled up. 

Among several engravings included by sibbald in 
his Historical Inquiries (1707) was a map of the Antonine 
Wall (illus 34). ‘i have caused Grave the draught of 
the Wall, as Mr Timothy pont hath it in the map of 
the country through which it run, drawn with the 
pen, from the Kirk of Kilpatrick upon the firth of 
clyde to Abercorn, with the forts remaining upon 
it, as they were observed by the Gentleman above-
mentioned.’16 The map was surely based on those he 
had acquired from the Gordons, together with pont’s 
sheet 32, since his alignment of the Antonine Wall 
is similarly misplaced in the central sector. rather 
oddly he depicts a separate track for the Wall running 
southwestwards from the vicinity of Balmuildy direct 
to the clyde. A similar splitting of its course is faintly 
visible on one of robert Gordon’s own maps.17

instead of pointing up sibbald’s inadequacies 
we should rather compliment him on stressing the 
importance of personal observation and fieldwork,18 
though he carried out little himself, and on the 
acquisition of papers of the principal antiquaries of 
the previous century. ‘i have kept by the vestiges of 
the Walls, and of the forts, and i found my opinion 
for the most part upon the vestiges of the camps and 
Buildings, and the inscriptions found in the place, 
or near to it’.19 sibbald stood, as he appreciated, at 
the dawn of the science of ‘Archaeologie, that is the 
explication and discovery of Ancient Monuments . . . 
certainly in these times, of which records are not 
found, the only sure way to write history, is from 
the proofs may be collected from such Monuments. 
And accordingly the best historians in the Age, lately 
elapsed, have followed that way in writing of Ancient 
Times. in imitation of them i have written this essay 
of historical inquiries’.20

John Adair

The cartographer John Adair (1660–1718), an 
influential figure sometimes seen merely as an adjunct 
to sibbald’s enterprises, is justifiably remembered for 
his comprehensive surveying of the scottish coastline.21 
he also mapped several counties. Adair was hired by 
sibbald to undertake surveys;22 drawings intended to 
ornament sibbald’s projected compendium of natural 
history were to include ‘a plan of the roman fort at 
Airdoch,23 of the Antonine Wall with its monuments, 
a drawing of a roman altar, of certain monuments 
with their inscriptions and sculptured ornaments, and 

Illustration 33 
The Wall corridor between Kirkintilloch (top) and Kinneil (bottom), 
in the handwriting of sir robert sibbald (© national library of 

scotland, Adv Ms 81.1.21, fol 24). 
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various inscriptions taken from stones’.24 John Adair 
was an early proponent of a canal to link forth and 
clyde (see p. 93).

Adair’s interest in roman antiquities is well 
attested.25 he drew many of the inscribed stones 
preserved at Glasgow college, and others which he 
had presumably seen in journeys along the Wall, as 
well as Arthur’s o’on.26 An ‘album’ of his drawings 
came later into the possession of sir John clerk of 
penicuik.27 in 1694 Adair distributed a questionnaire, 
seeking ‘information . . . about the old camps, 
forts, Artifical Mounts, cairns, or heaps of stones, 
up and down the country . . . and what Beacons, 
stones set on end, either in order, or out of order, 
or other Monuments of Antiquity are to be seen . . . 
if any Ancient coins, urns, lamps, instruments, 
Amulets, chains, rings, seals etc, have been found, 
where and in whose custody . . . if any inscriptions, 
letters, figures etc are to be seen, on Buildings, 
crosses, or other stones.’28 in 1702 his ‘historical 
and Mathematical Account of their famous roman 
Wall’ was described by William nicolson, Bishop 
of carlisle, as being in ‘a good forwardness’.29 soon 
after, Adair advertised an intention of publishing 
maps of the clyde and forth estuaries, encompassing 
the route of the Wall. ‘in these two last the exact tract 
of the famous roman wall will be laid down, and 
there will be added to them a large description of it 
with the camps, castles, forts etc, and an account 
of the inscriptions, coins, instruments of war, and 
other remains of Antiquity, that have been found 
thereabout. As also, the Antient state of Britain the 

time that the romans were in it.’30 This ambitious 
project was never completed.31 

After the Revolution of 1688

in 1688 the reign of King James vii in scotland 
(  James ii in england), and with it the stuart dynasty, 
was brought to an end by the ‘Glorious revolution’, 
which ushered in the rule of King William and queen 
Mary. in this pre-enlightenment era there was more 
openness of thought, less restricted by theological 
rigidities. Many protestant theologians in exile, 
who had chosen to reside outside scotland, often in 
holland, returned to their native country.

The closing years of the 17th century were marked 
by a flurry of activity by antiquaries and travellers, 
some visiting scotland from the continent, or from 
england, in particular from the oxford colleges (see 
p. 52), which undoubtedly stimulated native-born 
scholars.32 This was a time when sir robert sibbald 
was gathering records of the Wall and the German-
speaking capt John slezer was preparing his Theatrum 
Scotiae (1693), a visual record of scotland’s townscapes 
and its principal monuments, to which sibbald 
contributed the accompanying texts.33 Thanks to the 
survival of much closely dated correspondence, it is 
possible to reconstruct some of the scholarly exchanges 
of the time, involving sibbald, William nicolson, 
Archdeacon and later Bishop of carlisle, edward 
lhwyd, Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum oxford, 
and robert Wodrow, the young librarian at Glasgow 
college.

Illustration 34 
sir robert sibbald’s map of the Antonine Wall, published in his Historical Inquiries, 1707 (© Glasgow university library). 
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William Dunlop

Attention shifts to Glasgow college (illus 35), soon 
to be the repository of many recent finds of roman 
inscribed stones from the Wall, long before the 
foundation of its hunterian Museum (see p. 107). 
William dunlop (c  1653–1700), principal from 1690 
until his sudden death at the age of 46, came from a 
family which produced several Ministers and professors 
in a single generation (illus 36). dunlop, who had 
earlier emigrated to the carolinas but returned after 
the revolution of 1688, was immediately presented 
as Minister of his native paisley. however, this 
appointment was overtaken by events, through the 
influence of his brother-in-law William carstares, 
likewise newly returned to scotland, who was made 
Minister of Greyfriars, edinburgh, and later principal 
of edinburgh college.34 it was during dunlop’s tenure 
at Glasgow that several roman inscribed stones arrived 
to form the nucleus of the collection, and since some 
of the donors were from landowning families which 
sent their sons to be educated there, it is tempting to 

conclude that dunlop prevailed upon them to hand 
the stones over to the college.35 dunlop also compiled 
a treatise on his native county, renfrewshire, which 
included a description of a supposed roman fort at 
oakshawhead in paisley.36 in 1693 he was appointed 
King’s historiographer in scotland, again through 
his brother-in-law’s influence, in succession to dr 
christopher irvine (see p. 42).37 Wodrow called 
him ‘one of the greatest antiquaries this nation ever 
produced’,38 but nowadays he is known mainly 
through the correspondence of others, not from his 
own words and writings. he was frequently absent 
from the college, lobbying the scottish parliament, 
often on financial matters. Another preoccupation 
was as a director of the darien company, in which 
Glasgow college, like almost everyone of property in 
scotland, had invested. 

Robert Wodrow

The professors at Glasgow regularly favoured their 
sons for academic posts in the college, often as their 

Illustration 35 
outer quadrangle of Glasgow college, built 1658–90, photographed c  1870 by Thomas Annan, reproduced from W stewart (ed), 

The University of Glasgow Old and New, 1891. 

AfTer The revoluTion of 1688
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successors in the chairs.39 one such appointment 
was particularly fortunate for the study of roman 
archaeology: on graduation in 1697 at the age of 17, 
robert Wodrow (1679–1734), son of the professor of 
divinity, was made under-keeper of the library, and 
its regular keeper from 1699 until 1703 (illus 53).40 

The young Wodrow engaged in a regular 
correspondence with scholars and antiquaries, 
who included men of such eminence as sir robert 
sibbald, William nicolson and edward lhwyd, all 
of whom were to visit him in Glasgow, as well as 
with Glasgow graduates, many of whom had been his 
fellow students. Wodrow’s letters offer a vivid insight 
into the preoccupations of the scholarly community 
at this time, which included numismatics, history, 
theology, philology and genealogy. Wodrow hoped, 
for example, that scottish colonists soon to sail to 
darien in panama might return with examples of the 
handicrafts of the native peoples, which would be 
placed in the college’s library under his care. in this 
he was of course to be disappointed. 

Another of Wodrow’s correspondents was 
Alexander edward (1651–1708), a graduate of st 

Andrews and one-time episcopalian minister at 
Kemback in fife.41 edward was dispossessed of his 
charge in 1689, but made a new career as an architect 
and landscape gardener to the scottish aristocracy.42 
drawings of two distance slabs, sketched on the back 
of a letter to him dated 20 february 1700, show that 
edward had visited Glasgow college and castlehill 
west of Bearsden, where he observed the outlines of a 
‘Tour’, perhaps to be interpreted as a fortlet.43

The New Britannia

in the early 1690s edmund Gibson (1669–1748), a 
recent graduate of The queen’s college, oxford, 
undertook a revision of camden’s magisterial 
Britannia.44 he had the existing latin text carefully 
translated afresh into english, and assembled a group 
of distinguished contributors to update the various 
chapters, under his editorship. This roll-call of the 
great and good included the diarist John evelyn 
for surrey, Thomas Tanner for Wiltshire, William 
nicolson for northumberland and cumberland, and 
ralph Thoresby for the West riding of yorkshire. 
The section on Wales was greatly enlarged by edward 
lhwyd.45 for additions to the hitherto brief account 
of scotland, Gibson turned to sibbald, whose leanings 
towards natural history are evident in his contribution. 
sibbald also composed an Appendix entitled ‘The 
Thule of the Ancients’, as part of the section on islands, 
its content more wide-ranging than the title suggests 
and including some drawings of inscribed stones and 
of Arthur’s o’on.46 

John Urry

John urry (1666–1715), student of christ church, 
oxford, born in dublin but of scottish descent 
(illus 37), was in scotland in successive years 1696–8 
and sent drawings of inscriptions he had observed 
along the Wall to his oxford colleagues professor 
david Gregory,47 and dr Thomas Tanner, the latter 
forwarding information on those which were new 
discoveries to edmund Gibson, describing urry as ‘a 
very curious Gentleman, and therefore i believe you 
may safely depend on their being exactly taken’.48 it 
is to urry that we owe the initial reporting of the 
significant lollius urbicus stone at Balmuildy (below).

i have argued elsewhere that urry is probably 
identifiable with the ‘Anonymous Traveller’ who, as we 
know from his manuscript account, rode in July 1697 
on horseback from edinburgh, first to linlithgow, 
then along the line of the Wall.49 The Anonymous 
Traveller was no casual visitor. he appreciated that 

Illustration 36 
William dunlop, principal of Glasgow college, 1690–1700, oil 
on canvas by an unknown artist (© The hunterian, university of 

Glasgow). 
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the Wall was built of ‘stone and Turff ’, the earliest 
antiquary to report the latter.50 his itinerary took him 
to Kinneil, inveravon, callendar and falkirk, next 
to Arthur’s o’on and dunipace, back to the Wall via 
camelon, then to rough castle and castlecary. The 
manuscript breaks off at this point but, assuming the 
link with urry, we can reconstruct the second half 
of his journey from the known locations of stones he 
recorded; they included cawder, Balmuildy, castlehill, 
old Kilpatrick and Glasgow college (illus 38).51

Both the Anonymous Traveller in 1697 and 
edward lhwyd two years later (see p. 55) met the 

owner of castle cary, Alexander Baillie, whom 
sibbald describes as ‘a learned Gentleman well seen 
in the Antiquities’.52 Baillie had some medieval 
manuscripts at the castle and roman finds from the 
nearby castlecary fort, from which numerous building 
stones had been carried to construct the castle itself 
more than 200 years earlier (see p. 22). The Traveller 
was shown ‘a lamp and two coyns which were dug up 
here’.53 

William Nicolson

in the early summer of 1699 William nicolson (1655–
1727), Archdeacon of carlisle (later Bishop, from 
1702), made a ‘ramble into scotland’, and a much 
briefer second trip to edinburgh not long after.54 
his primary purpose was to consult manuscripts and 
printed books in preparation for his Scottish Historical 
Library (1702), a companion to the English Historical 
Library (1696–9). ‘At Glasgow [they] have some 
roman Altars lately digg’d out of the remains of 
their Grahame’s dyke; which are not mention’d in ye 
last edition of camden and which i brought the first 
news of to sir rob sibbald himself . . . The Gentleman 
that shew’d me them was persuaded that they were 
irrefragable proofs of Adrian’s Wall being built in 
scotland. Whereas in truth they mightily confirm 
Mr campden’s opinion (in opposition to Buchanan’s) 
that this was the proper work of . . .’55 The ‘gentleman’ 
was surely Wodrow, thus confirming the latter’s self-
admitted weakness in historical matters (see p. 55).56 
nicolson was disappointed not to have met principal 
dunlop, the likely prime mover in the acquisition of 
these and other inscribed stones for the college. ‘it 
was my great misfortune that his occasions called him 
abroad,57 when i made it my business (too late) to wait 
on him’.58

soon nicolson was in edinburgh to meet sibbald, 
whom he described as ‘the great pillar of learning (in 
all kinds) in that Kingdome’.59 he viewed sibbald’s 
collection of manuscripts and professor James 
sutherland’s coins and natural history specimens 
(see p. 59). nicolson’s revelations to sibbald about 
newly found inscriptions brought the latter hotfoot 
to Glasgow. following his visit there, sibbald wrote 
on 29 August 1699 to Wodrow: ‘i shall intreat the 
favour yow may send me a copie of the inscriptions,60 
and gett some who heth skill to draw the figures that 
are upon them, and give me your conjectures about 
them . . . yow will be pleased to gett me a copie of 
the inscription the principal heth, and give my service 
to him, i am sorrowfull i saw him not.’61 Wodrow 

Illustration 37 
John urry, engraving by n pigné, reproduced from J urry, The Works 

of Geoffrey Chaucer, 1721 (© Glasgow university library). 

AfTer The revoluTion of 1688
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Illustration 38 
drawings of stones seen by John urry, 1696–8 (© edinburgh university library, special collections, Ms dk.1.2,

quarto A74, fol 99). 
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replied on 8 september promising to enclose a copy 
of its text, but noted that ‘i have not as yet (having 
been much out of toun since i received yours) fallen 
upon a persone that would undertake to draw the 
figures that are on them’.62 sibbald wrote again the 
following day: ‘i would gladly have your thoughts 
upon them, particularly the first [line] and latter end 
of the 3rd about quhich i am not as yet satisfied.’63 This 
was the fragment mentioning lollius urbicus.64 The 
exchange helps us pinpoint the exact moment of the 
arrival of this important stone in the college, the gift 
of Mr charles Maitland at cawder house. The stone 
was evidently at the college but inaccessible, in the 
principal’s absence; perhaps therefore it was then in his 
adjacent lodging. on 28 september 1699, in the course 
of a long letter, mostly given over to manuscripts but 
alluding also to the recently found Anglo-saxon 
coin hoard from port Glasgow (see p. 60), Wodrow 
informed nicolson of its discovery: ‘i have a prospect 
of getting some mo[r]e roman inscriptions on stone 
for our library, of quhich i shall, quhen they come to 
my hand, give you an accompt. Ther is one already 
come to my hand, but is miserably broken.’65 nicolson 
was quick to grasp the significance of the find which 
settled once and for all the question of the Antonine 
Wall’s location. ‘your roman inscription proves that 
lollius urbicus was sometime near the place where this 
Monument was found; and may be some help towards 
the determining the grand controversy (which [has] 
so long been bandy’d betwixt the Antiquaries of both 
Kingdoms), [who] were the founders and restorers of 
the two famous Walls, that betwixt your two friths 
and other on our Borders near carlisle.’66 ever the 
diffident correspondent, Wodrow acknowledged the 
helpful information on the historical context, since 
‘i am soe unskilled and need soe much help in these 
matters’.67 for Wodrow’s benefit nicolson copied out 
some of his own notes on the literary evidence for the 
various roman walls in Britain, from camden and 
other authorities, listing eight separate occasions for 
roman incursions into north Britain, from Agricola 
in the later 1st century to Gallio of ravenna in the 
early 5th.68

sibbald’s requests to Wodrow for information 
became more insistent and wide-ranging as his own 
work on roman antiquities, the Historical Inquiries, 
progressed towards publication. on 31 August 1700 
he asked Wodrow to pay particular attention to ‘all the 
ancient monuments, the inscriptions, medalls or other 
pieces of antiquity found along the roman wall, near 
the tract of it, or the roman Garrisons in your parts, 

and let me be acquainted with what you meet with’.69 
similarly in 1702: ‘i beseech you try at all may informe 
you anent roman inscriptions: wee shall have need of 
them.’70 from sibbald’s letters to sir hans sloane in 
london we know that the publication of the Historical 
Inquiries was repeatedly delayed. Though by november 
1703 it was finished,71 publication did not occur until 
1707 or even the early months of 1708.72 Wodrow’s 
relations with nicolson cooled on publication in 1702 
of the Scottish Historical Library,73 and their careers were 
to take different directions, Wodrow as a Minister of 
the church of scotland (below p. 77) and nicolson 
as Bishop of carlisle, then of derry and latterly 
Archbishop of cashel, co Tipperary.

Edward Lhwyd

The naturalist and philologist edward lhwyd (1660–
1709), ‘Keeper of the Ashmolean closet’74 (ie the 
recently founded Ashmolean Museum at oxford), 
visited Glasgow in december 1699. he was then 
engaged on a lengthy tour which had already taken 
him to Wales and ireland, in preparation for an 
intended multi-volume work, Archaeologia Britannica, 
of which only the first volume, on philology, achieved 
publication. Again we are in a position, thanks to the 
survival of correspondence with Wodrow and others, 
to document in detail the stages in his itinerary. 
crossing over from ireland to Kintyre, he went 
immediately into the West highlands, reaching Mull 
and iona, and returned through inveraray. By early 
december he was at Glasgow where he met Wodrow,75 
who took him ‘lithoscoping’ at his favourite fossil-
site exposure beside the Auldhouse Burn outside the 
city to the south.76 lhwyd (or rather his draughtsman 
david parry) drew the college’s collection of roman 
stones, drawings which were later utilized by William 
stukeley in his 1720 publication on Arthur’s o’on 
(see p. 62). ‘The principal of the college shew’d us 
stones, he had lately procured for the library; having 
roman inscriptions. These we copied, and several 
others likewise of the same date . . . They keep these 
stones at Glascow very carefully in the library; and the 
principal was daily expecting two or three more that 
had been promised him.’77 

By about 12 december lhwyd had reached 
edinburgh, travelling eastwards via stirling. it was 
possibly on this eastward leg of his journey he took 
in cawder, Kirkintilloch, cumbernauld and castle 
cary.78 As Wodrow noted a few weeks later, ‘he 
was a night with castlecary [ie Alexander Baillie, 
the owner], who gave him two roman fibulae, and 

AfTer The revoluTion of 1688
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another with Mr charles Maitland and gote the 
inscription at calder [ie cawder house], quhich you 
have in dalrymples cambden’.79

in edinburgh lhwyd was entertained by professor 
James sutherland whose splendid coin collection he 
inspected, and by sibbald who showed him artefacts 
he had recently donated to the college Museum 
there.80 furthermore sibbald, in advance of lhwyd’s 
visit to edinburgh, or while he was there, wrote out 
‘directions for his honoured friend Mr. llwyd how 
to trace and remarke the vestiges of the roman wall 
betwixt forth and clyde’.81 This was a vade mecum 
for an expedition along the Wall, westwards, which 
sibbald envisaged as taking lhwyd via cramond and 
Kirkliston. he could continue via Abercorn, Blackness, 
Bridgeness and Kinneil to falkirk; alternatively he 
could strike southwards to linlithgow, with a halt, 
if he wished, at sibbald’s own country seat at nearby 
Kipps castle, so as to spend several days in the fossil-
rich Bathgate hills. 

The ‘directions’ are useful in determining 
sibbald’s awareness of sites in 1699 and confirm that his 
knowledge of the western end of the Wall was largely 

derivative. some paragraphs were, it would seem, 
added by lhwyd to sibbald’s memorandum while in 
edinburgh, including a longer account of Arthur’s 
o’on. The document ends with a list of fossils he had 
found at Bathgate and which he despatched forthwith 
to sibbald.

on 14 december lhwyd set out westwards, 
following (as it is clear from his own letters) sibbald’s 
‘directions’. he was at Bathgate on the 15th, at 
linlithgow by the 17th,82 and at falkirk on the 18th, 
a route which gave him the opportunity to visit 
camelon and Arthur’s o’on, if he had not already done 
so on his journey southwards from stirling a week 
earlier, before reaching Glasgow on the 20th.83 The 
following day he departed for Argyll, but not without 
meeting Wodrow again, who was disappointed that 
lhwyd had made ‘noe neu discoveries’ along the 
Wall.84 however, lhwyd presented Wodrow with a 
‘patera’, ie a pottery bowl, which he had picked up at 
Arthur’s o’on.85 ‘The curiose Mr ed. lhuyd has been 
heer this day . . . he will be at oxford at July, laden 
with curiose rarities.’86 it was probably on his journey 
west from Glasgow through dunbartonshire that 

Illustration 39 
cawder house, Bishopbriggs, seen from the south-east, as sketched by the revd John skinner, 1825, with the Antonine ditch at left 

(© The British library Board, Add Ms 33686, fol 383). 
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lhwyd halted at castlehill west of modern Bearsden 
to record the distance slab built into a cottage there, 
promptly publishing it in Philosophical Transactions, 
with an accompanying drawing.87 from Kintyre 
lhwyd crossed over into ireland, after some weeks’ 
delay owing to bad weather.88 

The recording of inscribed and 
sculptured stones

roman inscribed or sculptured stones could be found 
built into the fabric of country mansions along the Wall 
by owners as evidence of antiquarian credentials, and 
which they displayed to travellers. The practice was 
underway before the end of the 16th century. in 1572, 
or soon after, the stirlings of Keir at cawder castle 
near Bishopbriggs acquired a square slab, on which 
cupids supported a laurel wreath containing the name 
of the second legion.89 it was gifted to them by their 
son-in-law John napier of Merchiston, the inventor of 
logarithms;90 except that it was presumably not found 
on the Keir estate, its provenance remains unknown.91 
soon built into the fabric of the towerhouse, it was 
moved in 1624 to the successor mansion, cawder 
house (illus 39), where it was seen by John Adair, by 
John urry and by edward lhwyd.92 in 1723 Alexander 
Gordon saw it ‘within the court’.93 John horsley 
confirms the location, ‘in the wall, on the right hand 
side, within the court, as you enter the house, too 
high to be come at, without the help of a ladder’.94 
now set indoors in the wall of a locker-room, it is 
noticeably worn. A distance slab was similarly built 
into the towerhouse at cawder before 1603;95 on the 
latter’s demolition, the slab was transferred to the outer 
west wall of the replacement cawder house.96 

Gordon in 1726 speaks of the preservation by the 
stirling family at cawder of several stones. ‘At this 
place [Balmuildy] likewise have been dug up several 
inscriptions and engraved stones, shewing, that the 
second legion Augusta lay there. Most of these stones 
are now brought from thence to calder-house, 
belonging to Mr stirling of Kier, on whose Ground 
are the ruins of Bemulie. The predecessors of this 
Gentleman built them within the walls of calder-
house, for preservation.’97 some confusion has arisen, 
since neither of the two stones preserved at cawder in 
the early 18th century derived from Balmuildy. 

Two inscribed stones were by the mid-17th 
century at Kilsyth castle, the residence of a branch 
of the livingston family. The first was a tombstone 
commemorating c Julius Marcellinus, prefect of 

the first cohort of hamii, known to have been the 
garrison at Bar hill, from which this stone presumably 
came.98 one of the German visitors (above, p 38) saw 
it at Kilsyth and sent a drawing to William camden, 
among whose papers it is preserved (illus 40). This 
is the earliest representation of an inscribed stone 
found on the Wall, especially valuable as the stone 
itself was subsequently lost (see below). The drawing 
depicts an upright slab with a pine cone in the 
pediment and rosettes at the top corners, symbolism 
regularly used on roman tombstones. camden 
states (1607) that it had recently been transferred 
from the Minister’s house at Kilsyth to a nobleman’s 
house then abuilding,99 where it was seen lying in 
the courtyard.100 When camden came to depict this 
and other stones in his 1607 edition of Britannia, 
he rendered them all in a uniform, stylised format, 
lacking any decorative details (illus 41). 

The second stone at Kilsyth, an altar erected to 
silvanus by l Tanicius verus, prefect of an uspecified 
cohort of auxiliaries, was long known only from a 

Illustration 40 
Tombstone of c Julius Marcellinus, as sketched ‘in scotland near 
Miniabrough’ [Kilsyth], by a German traveller, c  1600 (© The British 

library Board, Ms cotton Julius f.vi fol 323). 

The recordinG of inscriBed And sculpTured sTones
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marginal note in William camden’s own copy of the 
1607 edition of his Britannia,101 and assigned to cawder 
(illus 41).102 however, the lower half was rediscovered 
during excavation at Kilsyth castle in 1976, so that the 
provenance was probably Bar hill (illus 42).103 it must 
have been on view there before october 1650, when 
cromwell blew up the towerhouse and burned the rest 
of the buildings.104 The Julius Marcellinus tombstone 
and the upper half of this altar could well await 
rediscovery if further archaeological investigation is 
ever undertaken at the site. A third stone at Kilsyth is 
first reported by John strachey in 1719 ‘in the garden 
house of Kilsyth’, by which he means a mansion house 
of the livingstons in the town, successor to the castle 
(see illus 50).105 Traditionally held to be a milestone 
recording work by legionary vexillations in the reign 
of Antoninus pius,106 it may rather have been a column 
shaft, brought there from the headquarters building 
at Bar hill fort.107 it is easy to imagine that other 

Illustration 41 
A page from William camden’s own copy of the 1607 edition of his Britannia, featuring three stones from the Wall, and with 
the text of an altar erected by l Tanicius verus to the god silvanus in the right-hand margin (© Bodleian library, university of 

oxford, Ms smith 1, p. 699). 

inscribed and sculptured stones remain undetected in 
the fabric of towerhouses such as castle cary, and in 
the mansions at Kinneil and callendar, or were lost 
when the castles at Kirkintilloch and inveravon went 
out of use.

A small inscribed building stone was found at 
carriden house in 1682 by Alexander Milne, the 
proprietor. ‘While he was building there a stone was 
digged up with an eagles head graven upon it.’108 later 
the stone was built into the fabric of the house which 
sits atop the fort;109 it is now lost. Alexander Gordon 
in 1726 reports an uninscribed altar standing within 
the garden there.110 A distance slab from carleith was 
placed above the gateway leading to cochno house, 
a few miles north of duntocher, where it was seen by 
Gordon and horsley;111 by 1759 it had been presented 
to Glasgow college.112 

A distance slab found at or near old Kilpatrick was 
transferred to erskine castle on the opposite (south) 
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bank of the clyde, the home of William hamilton of 
orbiston who donated it, and another then recently 
found, to Glasgow college in 1695.113 it was perhaps 
its presence at erskine that led david Buchanan (see 
p. 42) into supposing that there had been an outpost 
fort of the Wall there.114

inscribed stones from castlecary fort were taken 
to the nearby castle cary. in 1697 the Anonymous 
Traveller (see p. 52) ‘saw none but a broken one, 
which is in the side of the outward gate, as you 
enter to Mr Baylys house of castle cary’.115 Another 
repository was cumbernauld castle, the seat of 
the earls of Wigton, 2km south-west of castlecary 
roman fort. in or before 1682 christopher irvine 
saw an altar there dedicated to the mother goddess 
(matres),116 a stone which sibbald states soon after 
was found ‘near castle Kery’.117 Another altar seen at 
cumbernauld is recorded only by sir Thomas Munro 
of lindertis (1761–1827), a graduate of Glasgow 
college, later Governor of Madras, in his own copy 
of the college’s 18th-century catalogue of its roman 
stones (see p. 87).118 The earl of Wigton’s estate did 
not encompass castlecary fort itself, but stretched 
westwards from the red Burn (west of castlecary 
and currently the local-authority boundary between 
falkirk and north lanarkshire). We could wonder 
whether a shrine had stood on the west bank of 
the red Burn, within easy reach of the garrison at 
castlecary.

By 1684 a distance slab of the Twentieth legion, 
likely to have been found at old Kilpatrick, had 
migrated to the then seat of the Marquesses of 
Montrose at Mugdock castle, 6km north of the Wall 
(illus 59).119 one stone was carried much farther. in 
the later 16th century a distance slab of unknown 
provenance (illus 28) was taken northwards by 
George 5th earl Marischal to his seat at dunnottar 
castle near stonehaven, Kincardineshire, where it 
was seen by servaz reichel, with its lettering gilded 
(see pp. 38, 98). it was placed at first in a porch, and 
later in a niche in the most prominent hall of the 
castle.120

inscribed and sculptured stones were also built 
into farm buildings and cottages along the line of 
the Wall. The important lollius urbicus slab (see 
p. 55; illus 43) was first seen at Balmuildy in 1696–8 in 
‘the sole of a byer window’ (illus 44).121 At castlehill 
west of Bearsden a distance slab was first reported 
in 1698 ‘in the end of a small thatched cottage’, 
which another visitor soon after called ‘castlehill 
dyke house’.122 in or before 1723 a stone allegedly 

Illustration 42 
lower part of the altar erected by l Tanicius verus (see illus 41) 
rediscovered in 1976 at Kilsyth castle, drawn by Margaret scott 

(courtesy of The hunterian, university of Glasgow). 

bearing the letters n  e  r  o was observed built into 
the miller’s house at duntocher; it is now lost (see 
p. 112 n 70).123

The collecting of coins and small finds

it was at this time that attention began to be paid to 
small finds. coin collecting was in vogue, and some 
substantial collections were formed, for example by 
the botanist professor James sutherland at edinburgh 
and principal William dunlop at Glasgow. duplicate 
specimens were exchanged, with no thought as to 
their provenance or potential historical importance 
as dating evidence. Most of these holdings were 
dispersed after their owners’ deaths; others went to 
become part of larger collections and cannot now be 
individually recognised within them.124 

The collecTinG of coins And sMAll finds
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Illustration 43 
‘The most invaluable Jewel of Antiquity that ever was found in the island of Britain’. fragment of a building record naming 
quintus lollius urbicus, first seen at Balmuildy, 1696–8, here restored to show the titles of the emperor Antoninus pius (© The 

hunterian, university of Glasgow). 

Archdeacon William nicolson of carlisle described 
sutherland’s numismatic collection in July 1699 as ‘the 
richest collection of Medals and coins that is perhaps 
in any private hand in the King’s dominions. he has 
near 700 roman denarij, consular and caesarean,125 
with different reverses; sometimes above twenty of 
the same emperour. he has few pieces in copper and 
Brass; and the reason he gave me, was, because (in 
scotland) there are forty silver ones to be found for one 
in either of those metals’, the opposite of nicolson’s 
own experience in cumbria.126 The description 
implies locally found roman coins, many probably 
from hoards, but we are unable to associate any with 
specific sites.127 

William dunlop at Glasgow built up a substantial 
collection of coins, some at least of them found locally, 
but none can now be traced. in 1699 William nicolson 
was disappointed not to have met him (see p. 53): ‘i 
was told of a good collection of old coins in the hands 
of ye principal of ye college; but he being unhappily 
gone abroad when i went to wait on him, i miss’d 
the satisfaction of seeing them. i have endeavour’d to 
procure an account of [them].’128

As librarian at Glasgow college from 1699 robert 
Wodrow (see p. 51) was active in seeking out coins, 
but he did not appreciate their historical significance.129 
he exchanged ‘doubles’ with his correspondents, 
especially with James sutherland at edinburgh 
college.130 Matthew craufurd, a fellow student with 
Wodrow at Glasgow, and later professor of church 
history at edinburgh (see p. 79), was described by 
Wodrow in a letter to sutherland as ‘curiose and will 
count himself happy in a veu of your [sutherland’s] 
collection of coins and curiosityes at any spare hour 
you will appoint’.131 edward lhwyd too was keen to 
learn of small finds, in particular ‘any coin, fibula 
or other old brasse, silver etc. utensile’.132 John Adair 
formed a ‘vast collection of scots shells’, presumably 
assembled during his coastal surveying.133

The discovery of a hoard of Anglo-saxon coins 
and silver at port Glasgow in or about July 1699, after 
a landslip, aroused the interest of several of Wodrow’s 
correspondents, who strove to secure specimens from 
it. principal dunlop obtained ‘5 or 6 for the library’.134 
sutherland visited Glasgow college in september 1699, 
on his way to or from port Glasgow in search of coins 
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from the hoard.135 Wodrow himself went rather tardily 
(he was never a keen traveller) to visit the findspot 
in september 1700 and searched unsuccessfully for 
more.136 Wodrow’s correspondence also identifies 
individual roman coins acquired by sutherland,137 
and by Wodrow himself, with his tentative attempts at 
identifying them.138

When Wodrow left the college to be Minister 
of the parish of eastwood south of Glasgow in 1703 
(see p. 77), he took his collection with him to his 
manse where he established a small museum. in 
1710 he sent items from it to edinburgh, at sibbald’s 
request, for possible inclusion in the latter’s treatise 
on Roman Ports, Colonies and Forts, published in the 
following year;139 they were presumably returned. 
in 1724 Wodrow evidently declined to send them to 
edinburgh when asked on Alexander Gordon’s behalf 
(see p. 74); the latter subsequently visited Wodrow at 
eastwood and presumably drew them at the manse. 
Archaeological material in the collection included the 
‘patera’ from Arthur’s o’on given to him by edward 
lhwyd (see p. 56),140 part of an Anglo-saxon fibula 

Illustration 44 
small finds including a phallic pendant (no 9), a silvered bronze brooch (no 10) and a bronze arm-purse (no 23), as illustrated in sir robert sibbald’s 

Roman Ports, Colonies and Forts, 1711 (© Glasgow university library). 

in silver from the port Glasgow hoard, a cornelian 
sealstone and a ‘Gothish ring’.141 After Wodrow’s 
death in 1734, the collection was dispersed and, to 
my knowledge, none of the items are now traceable. 
Much later, in 1760, one of Wodrow’s sons, the revd 
patrick Wodrow, lent his father’s list of its contents 
to professor John Anderson (see p. 96) at Glasgow 
college for copying.142

in his many treatises sir robert sibbald exhibits 
an awareness of a range of small finds, even if some can 
now be recognised as not roman, and of their place 
in any assessment of the roman episodes in scotland’s 
past. in his Historical Inquiries (1707) sibbald reports 
coins found along the wall, in gold, silver and brass, 
of emperors from Augustus to severus and his sons, 
and itemises the types of artefacts encountered.143 he 
was aware too of ‘stones with inscriptions, Altars, 
pieces of pillars, chists made of square stones, urns, 
and other vessels of potter work; Medals, and swords 
and lances, fibulae or buckles of several sorts, 
Amulets, ornaments of sundrie sorts and instruments 
of diverse figures’.144 The pottery included examples 

The collecTinG of coins And sMAll finds
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‘of fine work with figures upon them; these are of 
a red colour and of this colour and fine work some 
paterae are found’.145 A number of these are valuably 
illustrated in his Roman Ports, Colonies, and Forts 
(1711). several were then in Wodrow’s collection, 
others later in sir John clerk’s at penicuik. some are 
described in accompanying brief captions, but others 
go unmentioned and are given no provenances (illus 
44). The latter included an intact arm-purse and a 
phallic pendant.146 sibbald’s diagram of installations 
on the Wall, in its 1707 manifestation, features two 
artefacts, one of them a silvered bronze brooch 
‘found near the river forth and not far from the 
Wall’ (so presumably one which sibbald with his 
local knowledge had heard about).147 sibbald himself 
presented his natural history specimens, antiquities 
and coins to edinburgh college, together with a 
fragmentary roman milestone from ingliston west 
of edinburgh;148 they went to augment the material 
recently bequeathed to it by his cousin, the physician 
and botanist sir Andrew Balfour.149 

William Stukeley and friends

After some false starts and brief flowerings from 1585 
onwards, a society of Antiquaries in london began 
to hold regular meetings in 1707.150 its first secretary 
was William stukeley (1687–1764) who had trained 
as a doctor and practised in london and lincolnshire, 
but soon took holy orders as a vicar, and ministered 
first in stamford and later in london.151 stukeley 
was an inveterate traveller, tireless fieldworker and 
assiduous correspondent, from whose writings we can 
reconstruct a close network of scholarly exchange. 
stukeley had hoped as a young man to undertake a 
Grand Tour, visiting rome, ‘the place i have ever 
had the most earnest desire of seeing’;152 but he was 
prevented by a crisis in family fortunes following the 
deaths of his father and uncle. in the end he never 
travelled outwith england and Wales, though he was 
aware of continental roman monuments including 
the pantheon in rome, the pont du Gard in provence 
and the city of palmyra in syria.

Illustration 45 
frontispiece of William stukeley’s Account of a Roman Temple, 1720, showing roman inscribed stones, mostly from the 

Antonine Wall. 
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in 1719 the essex-born architect Andrews Jelfe, a 
friend of stukeley, was appointed by the government 
as ‘architect and clerk of the Works of all Buildings 
erected or to be erected in the several garrisons, 
forts, castles, fortifications etc belonging to the 
office of ordnance in Great Britain’.153 his remit 
north of the Border was to design and oversee the 
building of barracks to house government soldiers.154 
he halted long enough around falkirk, at stukeley’s 
request, to visit Arthur’s o’on, of which he made 
carefully measured drawings in a pocket-book.155 
stukeley saw the occasion for a short monograph on 
the o’on, a monument then largely unknown to his 
english contemporaries, with illustrations based on 
Jelfe’s drawings (illus 22). in it he gathered together 
antiquarian references and took the opportunity to 
list and illustrate inscribed and sculptured stones 
from the Wall (illus 45). The drawings were chiefly 
those made in 1699 by edward lhwyd, as well as two 
made at Glasgow in 1714 by the physician dr James 
Jurin (see see p. 64).156 The resulting treatise, only 22 
pages long, is an important statement of knowledge 
about antiquities found along the Wall, before the 
monographs by Alexander Gordon (1726) and John 
horsley (1732) made them much better known. 

Though stukeley never saw the Wall or the 
countryside through which it passed, his accom-
panying map ‘of its whole extent from sea to sea’ is 
a recognisable and very clear depiction, with hollow 

Illustration 46 
William stukeley’s map of the Antonine Wall, in his Account of a Roman Temple, 1720. 

squares attached to its rear to designate the forts, a 
method still in use (illus 46). he shows it extending 
from Abercorn in the east to old Kilpatrick in the 
west. stukeley names no source for the information on 
the map, which he claims to have ‘designed’ himself. 
however, we can see in it something of Blaeu’s 
Theatrum Orbis Terrarum of 1654, of sibbald’s map of 
1707, an awareness of the Ravenna Cosmography (which 
had become widely known to scholars in Britain only 
in 1709), together, regrettably, with the recently 
published Glossarium Antiquitatum Britannicarum 
(‘Glossary of British Antiquities’) of the Welsh 
philologist William Baxter, from which stukeley 
took numerous, totally implausible latin place-
names.157 stukeley himself annotated, at different 
times over the following 30 years, an interleaved copy 
of the book, perhaps with a view to a revised edition, 
with discoveries and information on subsequent 
finds.158 The sources of his annotations included the 
Anonymous Traveller (see p. 52), John strachey and 
Alexander Gordon (see pp. 64, 71).

in 1722 stukeley established a society of roman 
Knights, encompassing his aristocratic patrons, 
fellow antiquaries and several ladies.159 its members 
included lords pembroke, hertford and Winchelsea, 
and later sir John clerk and Alexander Gordon. each 
member bore the latin name of a famous roman or 
a British hero. stukeley himself was chyndonax, a 
supposed druid priest whose grave had been found 
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in 1598 near dijon, france; pembroke was carvilius 
Maximus, a consular of the Middle roman republic; 
Alexander Gordon was calgacus, the war leader of 
the caledonians at Mons Graupius in ad 83; sir John 
clerk was Agricola. not all the latin names are as 
familiar nowadays as they must once have been.160 

James Jurin

Among stukeley’s correspondents was the physician 
and mathematician, James Jurin (1684–1750), secretary 
of the royal society 1721–7, editor of its journal, the 
Philosophical Transactions, and a pioneer in smallpox 
inoculation.161 in 1720 Jurin was described by stukeley 
as ‘My worthy friend and collegue . . . who travelled 
along [hadrian’s Wall], and took all the inscriptions 
he met withal’.162 

on a visit to Glasgow around the beginning of 
1715, Jurin dined with professor robert simson (see 
p. 87), with whom we know he corresponded on 
mathematical questions.163 That they also conversed 
on antiquarian matters seems certain. While in 
Glasgow Jurin transcribed two stones in the college’s 
collection, presumably shown to him by simson, texts 
of which he passed to stukeley (see p. 63). ‘The last 
two’, Jurin says in a letter to Bishop nicolson – the 
obvious correspondent for a young antiquarian – ‘i met 
with at Glasquo, having been lately brought thither 
from the roman Wall in their country [ie scotland]. 
i transcribed them because i did not find that they had 
been taken notice of by any body else, and because i 
judged they might be of use in the clearing the history 
of the Wall in scotland.’164 We shall meet Jurin again 
(see p. 78). 

John Strachey

Another of stukeley’s correspondents was the 
somerset landowner and geological pioneer John 
strachey (1671–1743),165 best known to prehistorians 
for his recording of standing stones, especially 
the circle at stanton drew in somerset, which he 
and stukeley viewed together in 1723.166 in 1721 
strachey was hired by the york Buildings company 
to report on the properties it had acquired cheaply 
in the aftermath of the 1715 Jacobite rebellion.167 
These estates included dunnottar, callendar and 
Kilsyth. his surviving travel journal charts his 
visits to them.168 he and a companion journeyed 
northwards to Aberdeen via dunnottar castle, 
returning southwards via stirling, turning westwards 
across the isthmus to Glasgow, and then eastwards via 
linlithgow to edinburgh.

his duties took him along parts of the Antonine 
Wall, or within sight of it, but he did not undertake 
any comprehensive inspection of its line. At Kilsyth 
he observed ‘a roman milliario or milestone w[ith] 
ye inscription’, the earliest known record of it 
(illus 50).169 Among those he met were the revd James 
robe and Baillie James stark at Kilsyth (see pp. 73, 
80) and provost Alexander Glen, father of Alexander 
Gordon’s later travelling companion (see p. 72), 
at linlithgow. At Glasgow college he viewed the 
‘library and picture gallery, with a great many roman 
inscriptions from ye old Wall’. in May 1722 stukeley 
read to the Antiquaries in london a letter from John 
strachey, ‘now in scotland, of several circles of stone 
and other remarkable antiquities there’.170 some of the 
annotations in stukeley’s own copy of his Account of a 
Roman Temple (see p. 63) derived from strachey.

foremost among stukeley’s regular correspondents 
were the brothers roger and samuel Gale (1672–1744 
and 1682–1754). sons of a professor at cambridge, 
who became headmaster of st paul’s school, london, 
and latterly dean of york, both were prominent early 
members of the revived society of Antiquaries of 
london, samuel as its Treasurer and roger as vice-
president (see p. 88).171 stukeley married their sister 
elizabeth as his second wife in 1739. 

in 1725 stukeley travelled north with roger Gale 
to hadrian’s Wall.172 sir John clerk was sorry he did 
not met them; had he known of their itinerary he 
would have waited upon them at carlisle.173 roger 
Gale visited scotland in 1739, and in advance of his 
arrival in edinburgh clerk sent him an itinerary for 
travel from east to west along the Wall, like sibbald 
had for edward lhwyd 40 years earlier (see p. 56).174 
Gale could, he wrote, expect to see its remains to the 
south of falkirk,175 over croy hill and Bar hill (to 
be viewed from Kilsyth across the valley), as well as 
the ‘fort’ at Kirkintilloch; he means the medieval peel 
there. clerk also advised going to Glasgow college to 
see the collection of inscribed stones. in the event Gale 
did not traverse the Wall or make a visit to Glasgow, 
but from edinburgh headed south-westwards towards 
carlisle.176

Notes

  1 simpson 1982; Mendyk 1985; 1989: 213; emerson 1988; 
Withers 1996; 2001; hingley 2008: 103.

  2 following his short-lived conversion to catholicism in 
1685, sibbald resigned the former after a year and never 
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